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PLAY DAY MAY BE HELD

A Play Day may be held sometime during this semester. A half-day holiday will be given on condition that the students attend the play day celebration. A notice is posted on the bulletin board containing a list of those enrolled in the college; all students in favor of having a play should place an O.K. after their name as soon as possible. From the number of O.K's already following name this project will have sufficient support to be a huge success.

The event is being sponsored by the W.A.A., and their president Bessie Combs has appointed the following committees:

Field events: Lois Henningson, Ch.; Christianen, Giacomini, Harper, Cameron, Hall, Winters.

Program: Hazel Mackley, Ch.; Finne, Henningson, Cannam, Kesielo, Publicity: Leona Beebe, Ch.; Cotter, Clendenin, R. Jensen, McKenna, M. Melanson.


Officials: Tess Giacomini, Ch.; Youker, Baldwin, Cottrell.

General Chairman: Ethel Sweet.

CENTREVILLE BEACH VISITED

Miss S. Walker, accompanied by her class in Geology A, left the Hotel Arcata Sunday morning with the Centerville beach as their destination. Having gained a working knowledge of structural geology they wished to observe natures handwork for themselves. As the Pleocene formation has been uncovered by the waves along that portion of the coast many interesting things are to be seen.

Several faults were observed. Also the four mile beach is interesting from a paleontological viewpoint, as many fossil beds can be seen in the cliffs. Everyone returned well satisfied with the trip.

WHAT HO!!!!!!!

What's this we hear? Lucille Garrett showed up a High School Monday with a diamond solitaire. Whoops my dear! And we saw Carl and Lucille at the Commons last night too. (Funny where she was during Literati.)

Anyway, Mr. Carl Bowman and Miss Lucille Garrett, popular High School teacher, will be married soon. The H.S.T.C. students wish the couple all the success in the world.

...........................................

LITERATI TO HOLD FINAL BUST
AT THE YACHT CLUB.

At the meeting of the Literati held yesterday evening, considerable business of public interest was transacted. New officers were elected for next fall; the final party was discussed; and a program was enjoyed. The officers elected are as follows: Mildred Moe, president; Luella Henningson, Vice-president; Alyce Finner, secretary; and Lester Belzini, Treasurer.

The final party also came in for considerable talk. It was decided to hold it at the Yacht Club in two weeks, if possible. President Woolner will appoint committees to plan and arrange the affair, and it is hoped that lots of interest will be shown by the students.

New members will be voted on and taken in at the next meeting.

After the business meeting a program was presented by Ch. Luella Henningson. It consisted of a violin solo by Allan Macdonal, accompanied by Ione Hamilton, a piano solo by Ione Hamilton, a reading by Mildred Moe, and a vocal solo by Jeanette Barter.

...........................................

SPECIAL NOTICE TO PROSPECTIVE GIRLS

All who have not signed up for announcement cards, PLEASE DO SO AT ONCE!!
DURING THE MONTH OF MAY, THE CIVIC CLUB ACCIDENTALLY THOUGHT ABOUT THE ROOTER. THE QUESTION AROSE WHETHER OR NOT THE PAPER WAS OF VALUE TO THE SCHOOL. THE BELIEF WAS EXPRESSED THAT THE PAPER IS RUN BY A CLIQUE, ALL CONTRIBUTIONS NOT PRINTED, AND THEREFORE IS OF LITTLE VALUE TO THE SCHOOL AT LARGE.

THE ROOTER IS CHARACTERISTIC OF HUMBOLDT SPIRIT AS NEARLY AS IT CAN BE.

FOR CONTRIBUTIONS, WE HAVE BOGGED FOR THEM, PRAYED FOR THEM, AND TRIED TO INDOUCE THEM BY PUTTING A BOX IN THE HALL. AND WHAT DID WE GET? THE TOTAL OF THESE ARTICLES WAS FIVE POEMS REPEATING THE PHRASE "POOPOOPOODOO" AND WERE THE WHOLE ROOTER TO BE FILLED WITH NOTHING BUT "POOPOOPOODOO" IT WOULD BE TYPICAL OF THE CONTRIBUTIONS.

AS FOR THE CLIQUE, MAYBE THE TROUBLE ARISES BECAUSE THE STAFF CONSISTS OF ABOUT FIVE WORKING MEMBERS ABLY ASSISTED (?) BY THE DESTRUCTIVE CRITICISM OF OTHER CLIQUES WHICH FORCES THEM TO BAND TOGETHER FOR PROTECTION.

HOWEVER, SINCE THE CIVIC CLUB WERE WILLING TO RECOGNIZE US AS EXISTING, WE HAVE HOPE FOR THE FUTURE. ALSO IT GAVE US SOMETHING FUNNY ON WHICH TO WRITE AN EDITORIAL. ONCE WISE WE SHOULD HAVE BEEN OBLIGED TO WRITE ON SOMETHING SERIOUS LIKE "CABBAGES: THEIR PROPER CARE AND DISPOSAL."

TIL STAFF.

"HAVE A GOOD TIME, BILL, AND LET YOUR CONSCIENCE BE YOUR GUIDE."

ELECTION TIME WILL SOON BE HERE. HUMBOLDT IS HAPPILY BLESSED WITH THE ABSENCE OF CUT-THROAT POLITICS. IN FACT, POLITICS OF ANY KIND IS SO MUCH ABSENT FROM THE CAMPUS, THAT ONE MIGHT SUPPOSE THAT NO ATTENTION IS PAID TO ELECTIONS.

THIS IDEA OF NOT INDULGING IN MUDD SLINGER IS HIGHLY COMMENDABLE, BUT WHAT IS THE MATTER WITH TALKING UP THE ELECTION IN A CONSTRUCTIVE FASHION?

"HAPPY DAYS ARE HERE AGAIN!" I HEAR THE CHORUS ROAR. BUT CAN THE CHORUS ANSWER THIS: "WHEN WERE THEY HERE BEFORE?"
HUMBOLDT TAKES DOUBLE HELDER FROM ASHLAND
Tuohey Knocks Home Run

With Suse Brundin pitching a great game in the morning and Brandi Branstetter holding the invaders to five hits in the afternoon, the Lumberjacks trounced the Siskiyous by the scores of 7-1 and 14-2 Saturday on the Arcata Ball Grounds.

Bill Tuohey captured the hitting honors in the morning game by cracking out three hits in five times at bat, one of which was a homer with two men on base. Brandstetter, also, collected three bingles all singles.

Bunching three hits in the last of the third, the Humboldters scored three runs taking advantage of tow errors by the Ashlanders. Merriam scored again in the fourth for Humboldt, bringing the score to 4-0. The fifth was even.

The northerners filled the bases in the sixth inning by virtue of Curry's error, a Texas leaguer by Smith, and a free pass to Barrett for being hit by a pitched ball, but Hines up at the crucial moment failed to hit. The only run made by Ashland came in the seventh inning when Schull scored on Pietrich's triple. A homer in the eighth inning by Tuohey with Brandstetter and Marshall on bases, brought the score to 7-1. Ashland failed to score in their half of the last inning.

The afternoon game was a walk away for Humboldt. Brandstetter and Willis as battery mates worked well together as did Brunding and Hale in the morning session. Brandi started out by striking five men out in the first two innings. In the last of the second the Humboldters bunched three hits to score four runs. On Marvins wild throw to first, five more hits to score the Lumberjacks advanced the score to 7-0 in their half of the third.

In the fourth and fifth inning the Sons played good ball, holding (contd in next column)
Botany class visits Eureka High School flower show

Wednesday afternoon the Botany class went to the Eureka wild flower show at the High School where they studied the classifications of many wild flowers which they didn't know. The class was under the supervision of Miss F. Walker, through whose efforts it has been made possible to obtain specimens of the wildflowers after the show is over.

Several cars took the students over. Those present were: Bennie Marshall, Demie "illie, and Lee Lawson in car 1; Miss Walker, Colin Wilson, Mrs. Cluxton, Mrs. Wells, and Ruth Bellist and Elaine Rasmussen in car 2; and Harry Reilly, P.J. Sellec, Eveu Aikens, Marie Adams, and Leo Sullivan in car 3. A good time was had by all.

WHO SEZ WHAT????????????????HUH????

Cecil Burke hopes Bowman keeps some of his love for his classes and gives them all good marks.---well anyone in love should be good natured.

We wonder who Ella was thinking of when she made a motion that each member of Literati could invite a guest to the last big party of the year.-------yes, we wonder it.

Just who does Gene Smith go with? Any one having the desired information, please drop it in the newspaper.

MAKE PLAY DAY O.K.
Wednesday afternoon amid the melodic strains of, "The Log didn't like the Baby", so they got rid of the Baby", ten Collegians left in a black Ford Roadster for the Yacht Club. Due to Cigarette smoke and obstacles on the road, namely other cars, seven minutes were wasted between Arcata and Eureka. Then the assorted bathing suits lined up at the pool the automatic cooling system started working, but as Stringfellow went off the diving board it stopped and all the flies smothered.

Two prizes, awarded for being the biggest fish, were presented consecutively to Spiering, Pick acting as a close runner up.

Morris coopered the silver bath hat for being the best swimmer when the most weren't looking. He was allowed to keep it on one condition, that he would stop cluttering up the pool with life savers and water wings.

The Clark insisted that she was a better diver than Coopersider. The others objected. Clark then threatened to sing unless her pool toy conceded. Immediate concession was granted. Carlson challenged the red head to stunt diving. The crowd agreed that the stunts were fine and the diving TERRIBLE. Red pulled two dives who were good replicas of a war with indigestion, while Carlson looked like a hop-toad with athlete's foot.

Stringfellow decided to teach Bess to swim, but after she dove he decided she needed diving lessons more (no lessons could be worse than her diving.)

Later in the evening, some one suggested going the road to Crescent City, but as no one could drive "as well everyone went home and started looking for the key hole.

II:

TALCOTT BUSY

Fishin' season opened with a bang. Thurs. evening found H. Cousins at Crichton "working" the River. The report that the stream is high at present for the best fishing. Crichton successfully landed two, however, while Cousins contended himself with falling in the river.

C. Millette and "Fink" spent the day near lode stone clamming. When asked about their luck they replied that "at the limit. Probably the "limits".

All sportsmen are requested to report all poor catches to

Now we know why no girl at H.S.T.C. can land Pink Fee. Also, why he is going South for his vacation. We think (from looking at her picture) that Pinky's right, she's worth the trip, and we agree that few college girls here who aren't already going with fellows can run her any competition. F.S. Her picture is in the pocket of the Ford.

Our school is becoming more and more democratic. (You know, no class distinction) Anyway Joe and Karl are proving to the world that a Fresh and a Senior can go together a lot more successfully than some upper class couples that we know.

Jock S. seems to be playing a duet pretty constantly. Some of us would like to know how to "duet" successfully. But remember Jock that nobody is being fooled but the great American public.

Wanted-

A small, nicely upholstered, and collegiate femme to act as my dancing partner, etc.

Box 13, H.S.T.C. Footer

So far there has only been one candidate, so she ought to get it by a white ballot.

NOTICE--

All girls who do not get a ride in my new Ford this week may have a ride in my old one next.

Shorty.

We feel confident that there won't be many left for next week.

PERSONAL--

Last Wednesday night the Yacht Club was the scene of a very enjoyable social (?) struggle. The party was very wet and we do not mean "all wet", a good (?) time was had by all present. We can only find four who will admit they were present, perhaps some of them weren't sure. Anyway, you take it most of the high muckmucks of the Footer were there and HOW ! (They won another.

MUSTACHE AGAIN!

The soup strainer is coming back. It seems there is a regular cycle for these things. Perhaps it is because the boys have to have a rest period after the strenuous effort of raising a mustache.
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